
DUCHARME PROPERTY REVENUE, BULK DATA & ASSET REGISTER SUPPORT  
ARE YOUR PROPERTY & REVENUE DATA COMPLETE AND ACCURATE? 

 

 
Ducharme provides specialist public sector 

support and training in financial 

management, accounting and governance.  

Our focus is to improve the ability and 

capacity of public sector entities to comply 

with all relevant finance legislation and best 

practice requirements.   
 

Our Property & Revenue Management 

solutions allow for revenue completeness, 

consolidated revenue data, online revenue  

information systems and capacity building. 
 

Over the past decade, we have assisted 

more than 100 Public Sector entities with: 

2014/2015:  20 Unqualified Audit Opinions 

2013/2014:  19 Unqualified Audit Opinions 

2012/2013:  17 Unqualified Audit Opinions 

2011/2012:  19 Unqualified Audit Opinions 

 

Contacts us 
 

For more information, contact us on the following: 

Philip Malan - MSC MTRP (GIS) | 079 779 7774 

Bulk data & Online Property / Revenue tool 
pmalan@ducharmeconsulting.co.za 

Francois Conradie CA(SA) | 082 926 1780 

GRAP Accounting & support 
fconradie@ducharmeconsulting.co.za 

Luyanda Mbekeni CA(SA) | 083 261 9684 

GRAP Accounting & support 
lmbekeni@ducharmeconsulting.co.za 

Daniel Erasmus CA(SA) | 0722 58 12 45 

Training & Capacity Building 
derasmus@ducharmeconsulting.co.za 

Ducharme Property Revenue & Data support 
 

In support of property completeness and accuracy 

challenges, we are able to provide the following 

services to assist with this:  

 
 
 

1.  BULK TITLE DEEDS DATA 

Deeds data for Revenue generation properties.  

We can assist in the provision of Bulk Deeds Office 

data used for: 

 Revenue Completeness  

 Debtor billing & collection 

 Municipal Audit purposes  

 Preparing Valuation Rolls  

Deeds data for Municipal owned properties  

We can provide Bulk Deeds Office data to assist with  

GRAP Asset Registers in terms of municipal owned 

entities.  

Bulk data conversion 

We can assist with the conversion of bulk title deed 

information into a user-friendly format. 

Data cleansing 

Through our specialised tools and expertise, we can 

assist with various data cleansing exercises such as 

cleansing of valuation roll and billing data. 

2. PROPERTY REGISTER 

Completeness of Property (Asset Registers) 

 We can provide support to entities as part of their 

property registers, such as completeness support on 

land and buildings as part of a GRAP compliant Asset 

Register. 

GRAP classification & valuation support 

We can provide support with GRAP classification & 

accounting & valuation support. Such as condition- & 

useful life assessments, residual value 

determination, CRC / DRC valuation, GRAP AFS 

disclosure notes, correction of error /change in 

estimate. 

3. DUCHARME PROPERTY REVENUE MANAGER 

We have developed an online GIS based tool to aid 

municipalities in ensuring completeness of revenue, 

whereby we combine various deeds, spatial, 

valuation & billing data and generate exception 

reports to maximise revenue generated. 

4. CAPACITY BUILDING 

We have developed a Revenue Management course 

in support of municipal revenue challenges. 

 

1. BULK TITLE 

DEEDS DATA

2. PROPERTY 

REGISTERS

3.REVENUE 

TOOL

4. CAPACITY 

BUILDING

DUCHARME 
PROPERTY 

REVENUE 

SOLUTIONS
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1.1 BULK TITLE DEEDS DATA 
 

We specialise in providing Bulk Deeds Office data no 

matter the size of the data required. We have 

successfully completed in excess of 50 requests for 

bulk deeds data over the past 2 years, assisting with 

the provision of data for more than 200 000 deeds.  

Our stringent Quality Assurance processes ensures 

accurate and up-to-data information.  
 

 
 

Our deeds data solution and data cleansing tools allow 

us to quickly and effectively deliver bulk deeds data.  

These datasets have multi-purpose uses, such as: 

 As part of completeness of Revenue, where 

properties are part of the revenue generation (e.g. 

properties within a municipal cadastral which 

require municipal services); 

 As part of completeness of Asset register 

(municipal owned properties), with focus on entity 

owned properties which should be included in the 

GRAP Compliant fixed asset register; & 
 

 Other revenue & debtor management (valuation 

roll preparation, debtor detail confirmations, 

debtor collections, internal audit support, etc.) 

We are also able to provide bulk property data to other 

users of information, such as: 

  the Auditor-General of South Africa for 

independent audit testing purposes,  

 professional valuers performing valuation roll 

and other property valuation services (in-house 

municipal valuers / external parties) 

 Quantity surveyors / planning departments  

 

 
 

QUICK TURN-AROUND & INTEGRATION 
 

Our experience and systems allow for quick turn-around 

on bulk data acquisition support. 

 

Our online Revenue / Property tool also allows for the 

bulk deeds data to be further consolidated and 

integrated with other datasets (e.g. cadaster overlay). 

RECENT BULK DATA SUPPLIED 
 

An overview of some of our bulk data support projects:  

Municipality 
Deeds 

provided 

Colesberg Municipality 5 848 

Emthanjeni Municipality 1 527 

Gamagara Municipality 2 357 

Gariep Municipality 2 636 

Ga-Segonyana Municipality 1 971 

Greater Tubatse Municipality 7 574 

Greater Tzaneen Municipality 1 825 

King Sabata Municipality 26 112 

Kuruman Municipality 2 800 

Matlosana Municipality 28 620 

Mogalakwena Municipality 23 057 

Mohokare Municipality 11 797 

Thabazimbi Municipality 15 314 

Tshwane Municipality 61 324 

 

ANNUAL INCREMENTAL UPDATES 
 

The data provided will be the property of the entity, 

which will enable them to utilise it for other purposes. 

Once the data is run, incremental data sets can also be 

run subsequently on said data to avoid a rerun of the 

total population of deeds data, resulting in a more cost 

effective option. 
 

In terms of output, the deeds information will be 

provided in an Excel format to allow for data analytics 

and easy usability within the entity. 
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1.2 DEEDS DATA CONVERSION 
 

As included in the bulk deeds data provision service, 

we provide support on the conversion of the bulk deeds 

data into a more user-friendly format.   

 
PROVIDES EXCEL BASED DATA WITH 

QUICK TURNAROUND 
 

One of our key features is the provision of Title Deeds 

information in a useable format within a short 

timeframe. We have in the past turned around large 

projects requesting bulk Deeds Office data within 24 

hours. 

 

 
 

We have developed an integrated online tool to aid 

municipalities in ensuring completeness of revenue 

(see section below). We combine various data sources 

and generate exception reports allowing a municipality 

to ensure completeness of the revenue generated from 

their consumers.  

 

DEEDS DATA CONVERSION SUPPORT 
 

We can also assist entities in with data support and 

converting with previously acquired bulk data   

 
 
 
 
 

1.3 DATA CLEANSING & ANALYSIS  
 

We are also able to provide other data cleansing 

support.  We use specialised tools to perform various 

data cleansing and analysis exercises. 

 
The aim is to ensure that the information on which the 

municipal billing system is based is accurate, complete 

and up to date. Accurate and diligent billing is not only 

basic to sound accounting practice but is also 

absolutely essential to the financial well-being, and 

therefore viability, of all municipalities. This is to 

achieve two critical objectives: maximisation of revenue 

potential and the prevention of losses resulting from 

incorrect or inadequate information.  This data cleaning 

and analysis support includes tariff analysis (usage / 

zonage) and debtor details (registered owners, sizing, 

land and improvement values, debtor types and VAT 

codes,) 

 

AMALGAMATED MUNICIPAL PROPERTIES  
 

We are also able to provide support on amalgamated 

bulk data analysis where property is still held in the 

name of previous title holders and not yet corrected in 

title to current title holder (e.g. amalgamated 

municipalities).  
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2.1 BULK DATA & ASSET REGISTER IMPACT:  

ENTITY OWNED PROPERTY 
 

We can provide support to entities as part of their 

property sub-registers, such as completeness support 

on land and buildings as part of a GRAP compliant 

Asset Register (deeds information), GRAP classification 

support and valuation support.  

 

3.1 COMPLETENESS OF PROPERTY  
 

We can assist with the provision of bulk deeds office 

data in support of entities property sub-registers, 

specifically pertaining to the completeness of land and 

buildings as part of a GRAP compliant Asset Register.   

 

As set out under the bulk data and the data conversion 

support, we can provide data acquisition support as 

well as data conversion support only as well. 

 
 
 

2.2  GRAP CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERTY 

(RECOGNITION) 
 

For Entity owned properties and buildings you need to 

consider the various GRAP Accounting elements as part 

of their classification. For example, herewith a high-

level comparison of various assets classifications which 

can be applicable to municipal owned properties: 
 
 

Property accounting  

Municipal 
Service 

Delivery to 
property 

GRAP 9 & 23 Revenue from 

exchange & non-exchange 

transactions: 

 Rates & Taxes (Valuation Roll) 

 Electricity (Connection, 

Prepaid, Account) 

 Water (Connection, Usage) 

 Sewerage 

 Refuse Collection 

Entity owned 
property 

GRAP 17 Property, plant & 

equipment:  Land and Buildings 

(not held as investment, but for 

service delivery, community 

assets, administration and 

operational resourcing, etc.) 

Property held 
for Capital 

Appreciation 

GRAP 16 Investment property: 

Resources held for capital or 

operational gain / Investment 

assets 

Assets with 
significance 

GRAP 103: Heritage assets (e.g. 

property held with a cultural, 

environmental, historical, natural, 

scientific, technological or artistic 

significance) 

Leased 
Property  

GRAP 13 Lease: Agreements 

whereby a lesser conveys to a 

lessee, in return for a payment or 

series of payments, the right to 

use an asset for an agreed period 

of time, categorised into finance 

and operating leases (Rental 

stock or property / housing stock 

not held for capital gain) 

Sale of 
property 
inventory 

GRAP 12 Inventories: Assets (e.g. 

land or buildings, strategic 

stockpiles such as water reserves) 

owned or acquired with the 

intention of selling or distributing 

in the ordinary course of business. 

 
2.3 GRAP VALUATION OF PROPERTY 

(MEASUREMENT) 
 

 

We can assist with specialised asset valuations and 

asset accounting support for initial and subsequent 

measurement. Our support includes condition 

assessment, useful live assessment, residual value 

determination, Current Replacement Cost (CRC) / 

Depreciated Replacement Cost (DRC) values, 

accounting support on fully depreciated assets, 

correction of error / change in estimate. 

 

We can also assist in the provision of market value 

determinations for GRAP valuations such as Investment 

properties and Heritage assets. 
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3. PROPERTY REVENUE SUPPORT:  

ARE YOUR PROPERTY DETAILS COMPLETE?  

 

Many municipalities in South Africa are 

annually forfeiting material amounts of 

rates and services revenue due to incorrect 

and incomplete levying of service charges 

and property rates and also due to the 

ineffective collection of outstanding 

debtors. 

 

Over the past years, the Auditor-General of 

South Africa (AGSA) has found various 

cases during their audits of municipal 

annual financial statements, where: 

 consumers were billed at incorrect 

rates, other consumers not being 

billed for consumption at all, and 

some being billed only at the basic 

charge.  

 Faulty meters were not replaced and 

meter readings were not taken 

regularly or in some instances not at 

all for the year.  

 valuation rolls being incomplete which 

also contribute to the problem of 

some consumers not being billed for 

assessment rates, refuse and 

sewerage as well as the utilities 

already mentioned above.  

 

As a result revenue and consumer debtors 

are materially understated at many 

municipalities which ultimately results in 

lower liquidity for municipalities.  

 

Background & objective of revenue support 

In support of this, Ducharme has recognised the need 

for public institutions to have  well laid out revenue 

management strategies, and more often than not, up-

to-date property / revenue data to optimise current 

revenue bases as well as ensuring completeness of 

revenue.  We have developed various property data 

tools and revenue management aids to assist 

municipalities and public entities in identifying areas 

where revenue can be optimised. 

 

Once core property / revenue data per erf (see image 

for impact on services, data & framework) are complete 

and accurate (& with processes in place to ensure it to 

be continuously updated), only then entities should 

engage in revenue enhancement programmes, such as: 

 alternative or 3rd party income streams; 

 asset usage improvement plans / better 

utilisation and efficiency of assets; 

 improved revenue collection systems. 

 

The completeness and accuracy of revenue generated 

by immovable assets, and more specifically immovable 

property: are important as it impacts: 

 legal compliance (MFMA & other specific 

legislative requirements) 

 accounting compliance in terms of GRAP 

requirements (classification); and  

 cash flow and operational matters, as the 

money collected for services billed is utilised for 

operation and capital expenditure.  

 

Inaccurate, out-of-date and incomplete property data 

has a negative impact on all the above. 

 

 

 

 

How complete is your revenue? 

Please see our high-level checklist below. Should you 

not be able to clearly answer ‘yes’ to a question below, 

you may need to holistically reassess and consider the 

basics underlying completeness of revenue to which 

this document may add some value & perspective: 
 

High-level erf completeness checklist 

1. Are ALL Properties within cadaster? 

2. Do ALL Properties have a valuation? 

3. Do ALL properties have billing records? 

4. Are ALL services provided measured? 

5. Are ALL services provided billed? 

6. Are up-to-date Reports available? 
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delivery
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3.1 DUCHARME PROPERTY REVENUE MANAGER  
 

The Ducharme Property & Revenue manager solution is 

an online system to assist municipalities and other 

public sector entities with the completeness of their 

revenue base and the accuracy of information thereof.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ONLINE GIS-BASED SYSTEM WITH 
CONSOLIDATED PROPERTY & SPATIAL INFO 

 

The web-based solution integrates and overlays 

property & revenue data sets to ensure completeness 

of land parcels: 

 Surveyor-General’s land parcel data inside the 

municipal cadaster  

 linked with Deeds data,  

 the consumer billing database and  

 valuation roll. 

 

This integrated solution is to assist entities to ensure all 

billable revenue is billed to ensure that service delivery 

can be support through increased cash flow as well as 

general management support, especially in 

consideration of audit disclaimers issued by the AGSA 

on the incompleteness of revenue. 

 

The objective of the system is: 

 Provide complete & accurate revenue data 

 Increase revenue potential 

 Improved cash flows 

 

System benefits include: 

 Real-time information access. 

 GIS / spatial based system 

with linked property & 

financial info 

 Key exception reports are run 

across the integrated data 

sets to identify shortcomings 

and / or anomalies within the 

data 

 Dashboard overviews 

 Tailored Access control 

 Cost-effective as it requires no 

additional hardware 

 
 

CONTINOUS REVENUE MANAGEMENT  
 

In support of the continuous revenue management, the 

value of the integrated data set is the ability to:  

 validate datasets (internal vs external data);  

 Provide summaries, mismatch and exception 

reports for investigation and analysis; 

 To provide real-time data and gap analysis reports 

for investigation (with full audit trail)  

 Allows for an incremental update of the various 

datasets (up to date and trackable). 

 

The solution also provides for a GIS analysis tool which 

creates maps with layers to display the various 

datasets spatially. When the various attribute data is 

linked to the spatial data, additional layers are 

generated to display linked and non-linked land 

parcels.  

 

The tool allows for real time reporting summaries, 

together with data overlay upon spatial information: 

http://www.ducharmeconsulting.co.za/
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3.2 INTEGRATED INFORMATION SETS  
Our system is developed following a proven 

methodology that has been used on several Revenue 

Management & Enhancement projects in the past. Our 

focus is on providing accurate and up-to-date 

information (spatially linked database integrated with 

the Deeds information, Valuation and Billing Data) to 

allow for the making of informed decisions.  

 

As to accurate and up-to-date information, the rule of 

“garbage in, garbage out” applies to this. If the base 

data is not up to standard, reporting may be inaccurate 

or lead to a poor Revenue Enhancement Strategy.  Key 

data sets for integration include:  

 

DATA SET: TITLE DEEDS 
 

Having updated Deeds information is crucial to a 

successful Revenue Enhancement Project.  Deeds 

information forms the prime foundation of property and 

owner information for municipal Revenue 

considerations.  As such, we create a reflective 

database of current property details and ownership.   

 

DATA SET: SPATIAL / CADASTRAL LINKING 
 

By spatially referencing information you have the ability 

to identify areas where revenue is being lost due to 

inaccurate or non-existent billing. We have built a 

complete dataset of all land parcels in South Africa 

based on the cadastral data being provided by the 

Surveyor General office. This allows us to link any 

property in South Africa to an exact spatial coordinate. 

The information is updated every six months. 

This is done for two reasons. One is to provide a 

physical location for the property and the second is to 

identify gaps or possible errors in the Deeds 

information. 
 

We create a spatially linked database for each property.  

During this process, we will also identify and correct 

where properties do not have a corresponding spatial 

components. 

 

DATA SET: VALUATION LINKING 
 

Property valuations are an important revenue stream 

for municipalities as this allows you to charge the 

relevant rates and taxes based on the value of a 

property. It is vital not only to have a valuation record 

for every property in your jurisdiction but also to have 

an accurate and up-to-date valuation record for every 

property. 

 

The Valuation information is then linked to each 

property. A key control is to ensure all properties in the 

jurisdiction have a corresponding valuation record. 

 

DATA SET: BILLING LINKING 
 

As with valuation information accurate and up-to-date 

billing information also forms an important part of 

successful revenue management for municipalities. 

This allows you to maximize your revenue per property 

by charging and collecting for all the services provided 

to a specific property. 

 

Lastly the Billing Information to a property. Upon 

completion of this step, the bulk of property records will 

have several billing records attached to it. As with the 

valuation linking, properties who do not have a billing 

record attached to it, this will be manually rectified later 

in the process. 

 

DATA CORRECTION & IMPROVEMENT 
 

Once data is linked and cleansed, exception reports are 

run to identify areas for follow-up. 

  

http://www.ducharmeconsulting.co.za/
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SYSTEM EXCEPTION REPORTING 
 

It is vital to have accurate reporting on property & 

revenue information. Our system allows for key 

exception reports to be run across the integrated data 

sets to identify shortcomings and / or anomalies within 

the revenue / property data, which include: 

 Properties not linked to the cadastral / spatial 

information; 

 Properties with no valuation record; 

 Properties with no billing records; 

 Valuation records with no billing records; 

 Properties on the valuation roll where the 

value is lower than the last sale price. 

 

Once these reports have been generated, a process is 

initiated where the information is manually linked. Key 

exception reports such as the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exception reports on cadastral data (Municipal GIS 

data, land parcel register, deeds data and Surveyor 

General (SG) database) include: 

 Parcels in Municipality GIS not in SG data / 

Parcels in SG data not in Municipality GIS 

 Parcels with matching 21 digit key, but different 

geometry extents (area) 

 Parcels assigned with incorrect town codes 

 Parcels falling outside the Municipality jurisdiction 

 Parcels in consolidated cadastral not in Deeds 

data / Parcels in Deeds data not in consolidated 

cadastral 

 

Based on the billing data to each land parcel, reports 

include:  

 Parcels with no matching account information 

 Account information with no matching parcel 

 Parcels with no account holder postal address 

 

Exception reports resulting from Valuation data 

comparison include: 

 Parcels in Valuation and not in the database / 

Parcels in the database and not in Valuation 

 Parcels without a Rates account / no usage  

 Parcels without a zoning / zoning anomolies 

 Parcels in Financial data not in Valuation data  

 Mismatches between Municipal Value in Financial 

data and Valuation data 

 

Exception Reports resulting from Indigent data 

normalisation: 

 Parcels in Indigent dataset not in the consolidated 

database 

 

 
 
 
 

KEY FOCUS: REVENUE MANAGEMENT 
 

Please note that this  reporting system is focussed on 

the key priorities of revenue management. It does not 

aim to provide information for revenue enhancement, 

such as: 

 Alternative / 3rd income streams 

 Asset utilisation improvements  

 Debt collection system 

 

AUDIT TRAIL 
 

Through all these processes, active audit trails and 

audit logs are kept for all changes on the system.   

 
ANNUAL LICENSING 

 

For a tailored quote on the system and / or any support 

related hereto, please contact us.  Please find herewith 

a high-level summary of the annual licensing 
 

Annual license & hosting fees & Setup fee 
Database 

Setup, linking 
& system 
training  

Initial database setup and 

training. Approximate R50 000 

(VAT inclusive, but exclusive of 

subsistence and travel).   

1 year license R75 000 per annum (VAT incl). 

3 year license R65 000 per annum (VAT incl). 

5 year license R55 000 per annum (VAT incl). 

 

Please note that the above costs relates to entities with 

less than 6,000 properties.  Tailored quotes will be 

required for High-capacity municipalities / Metropolitan 

Municipalities to adjust for larger data populations and 

increase back-end / online functionality and support 

(hosting / user management / back-up systems). 
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4. DUCHARME CAPACITY BUILDING SUPPORT 

MUNICIPAL REVENUE MANAGEMENT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ducharme can also assist with tailored capacity 

building support pertaining to municipal revenue 

management and related processes.    We have 

developed a Revenue Management course specifically 

tailored to the municipal context of service delivery and 

related challenges. 

 

Please find herewith the 

core aspects addressed 

during our training 

support for municipalities 

as a holistic approach to 

revenue management 

with the end objective to 

have accurate and 

complete municipal 

revenue which is 

collectable on time. 

 

Key participants that will find value include public 

sector officials managing revenue, e.g. Chief Financial 

Officers, accountants responsible for revenue 

accounting, billing and debtors section, customer 

service officials, other line-managers within these 

sections.   

 

Herewith a summary of the key revenue management 

considerations & asp 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revenue management principles & context 

Consumer & 
land parcel 

database  

Without complete & accurate 

consumer and land parcel 

data, any attempt in revenue 

enhancement will be futile. 

Metering & 
Billing 

 Water 

 Electricity 

 Refuse 

 Sewerage 

 Bulk Utilities 

 Consumer 

 Own 
consumption 

The reading of meters is a 

fundamental link in the 

metered services operation of 

municipalities and the 

generation of revenue – it is 

the reading of meters that 

determines what the 

consumer will ultimately pay 

and if the customer 

information and billing 

information is incorrect the 

municipality has no basis to 

effectively collect revenue and 

therefore may lose significant 

revenue in the process.   

Debt Collection 
/ Pre-paid 

systems 

The intention of debt collection 

is twofold to collect monies 

due to the municipality and to 

rehabilitate debtors to ensure 

that the municipality reaps the 

benefit of the annuity cash 

flow going forward. 

Customer care 
&  

communication 

Customer disappointment and 

disillusionment with service 

delivery develops easily and 

inevitably results in customers 

perceiving the services for 

which they are being charged 

as being inadequate. The 

ultimate outcome is poor 

payment of municipal services 

and a gradual decrease in 

service quality due to 

insufficient funds. 

Analysis of 
debtors book 

To manage its debt properly, 

the municipality must have 

effective debt management 

tools, including an analysis of 

the debtors book using 

techniques such as ratio 

analysis to identify risky areas 

that need intervention. 

Decreasing 
water & 

electricity 
losses 

Water and electricity loss 

reduction is vital to 

municipalities to ensure that 

limited resources are 

effectively utilised. 

Credit control 
& debtors 
collection 

policy 

The credit control and debtors 

collection policy provides a 

standard policy to address 

those external and internal 

factors that influence 

consumer behaviour and to 

provide acceptable services to 

its residents. 

Managing the 
poor 

The need exists to effectively 

manage the poor in terms of a 

municipality’s constitutional 

obligations. 

 

 

Tailored inhouse workshops 

We can assist with tailored sessions presented on-site 

at your entity. 

http://www.ducharmeconsulting.co.za/

